Get the grip of
your Bag-in-Box
A new Danish invention improves the stability and user friendliness of Bag-in-Box wine.
The name of the new grip is BiB-Fix.

Some of the greatest inventions are those which manage to remove an annoyance in your everyday life. That
is exactly what inventor Jørgen Knudsen aims at doing
with his new plastic grip BiB-Fix. The grip is mounted
behind the decanting tap of the Bag-in-Box in order to
improve the stability of the tap. The Bag-in-Box wine
has become increasingly popular through the years, but
its weakest point has always been the attached decanting tap, which has a tendency to disappear into the box
or to lose its shape. It was also this annoyance which
awoke Jørgen Knudsen’s creativity and consequently
led to his first internationally patented invention.
Everyday Commodity
Personally, Jørgen Knudsen has no doubt that wine
lovers will soon take to the new gadget. He goes as far
as calling it ”the greatest invention in the wine sector
since DropStop” . Hereby he also implies that the grip,
as is the case of the classical DropStop, is soon likely
to become an everyday commodity – at least among
wine lovers! BiB-Fix is sold in packages of two for a
retail price of 20 dkr.(approx. 3 Euro) It can be reused
innumerable times, still, due to the favourable price, it is
no disaster if you accidentally throw out the grip along
with the box
Efficiant and Discrete
BiB-Fix is made of an environmentally friendly black
plastic material. Much focus has been put on elegant

www.bib-fix.com

design and usability. The grip is gently squeezed
behind the decanting tap and forms a circle around the
tap. The design of BiB-Fix is made to fit most known
Bag-in-Box wine brands as well as other drinks sold as
Bag-in-Box, such as fruit juices. BiB-Fix has been
internationally patented, and it is the first patented
invention made by Jørgen Knudsen.
Facts:
• BiB-Fix is a simple grip which is mounted behind the
decanting tap with the purpose of ensuring a stabile
tapping of wine from Bag-in-Box.
• BiB-Fix is a Danish internationally patented invention.
• BiB-Fix was invented by Jørgen Knudsen from
ProCon Global ApS, a company based in Struer,
Denmark
• BiB-Fix is sold in packages of two for a retail price of
approx. 3 Euro
• For further information please contact Jørgen
Knudsen by phone +45 4038 6880 or
mail jk@proconglobal.dk
• Visit BiB-Fix at  www.bib-fix.com

